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(s)ds
The prime denotes derivative with respect to s, the tilde being dropped for the sake of brevity.
APPENDIX B
The frequency-amplitude relationship (31) for the case of hinged-supported beam reads at the e-order:
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The first term in the brackets accounts for the effect of the elastic term, the second one for the inertia term. In the relationship furnished by Atluri (1973) (equation (46)), omitting the rotary inertia term which gives negligible effects, the inertia term is the same while the elastic one is four times lower, notwithstanding the same approximations are introduced and the same nonlinear curvature is used as in the present work.
From the exact equilibrium equations for planar indeformable beam:
the transversal equilibrium equation reads:
Since u is a second-order variable, in the equation up to order-three it is correct to consider sin0/cos0 = 8 but in principle it cannot be assumed cos0 = 1 in the first term, as followed in the paper by Atluri (1973) . This is the reason why a different contribution of the elastic term is obtained here.
